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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Clothing construction is a part of the activities in many 
American homes for selected reasons« In this technical age there have 
been changes in clothing construction, making it possible to produce a 
most satisfactory product with a minimum of effort. The commercial 
patterns frequently used in home sewing have undergone study by 

educators, manufacturers and government agencies to improve their 
useability and quality« An indirect result of these studies was an 

agreement on standardisation of sizes by manufacturers; however, the use 
of patterns has indicated that the meaning of this standardisation is so 
flexible that it has limitations,

I* THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem,: The purpose of this study is to 

compare the size and shape of given size dress patterns produced by 
major pattern companies and from this to indicate the body type for 
which each company designs, It is not a study of the qualify of the 
pattern companies8 designing but is meant to be an aid in the selection 
of the commercial pattern company or companies that are best suited to 
particular body types, thus minimizing alterations.

Importance of the study. If is of interest to note that even 
with a highly developed ready-to-wear clothing industry, clothing con

struction is carried out frequently in American homes. The October 1957
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issue of Family Economies Review states that two-thirds of a 
representative sample of American women have home sewing machines and
that forty percent of these women use their machines for clothing eon-

■ 1 ’ • struction.

In the 1940 edition of Practical Press Design Erwin portrays the
magnitude of the pattern industry at that time as;

In 1937 one pattern company alone sold forty-eight million 
patternso In 1938 well over a billion patterns were purchased by 
the American consumer, ranging in price from a dime to several 
dollarso It does not appear that home sewing is on the wane in the 
United States

The pattern industry has continued its growth in the past years
to the point where presently one company alone produces one hundred

- - 3 1million patterns a year 9 and now the American consumer is buying three 
times as many patterns as she did before World War IIAccompanying 
the growth of the pattern industry has been the development of a more 

satisfactory products Patterns are now less complex and easier to 
alter; directions for garment construction are clearer; new fashions by 
outstanding designers are readily available; and sizing has been 
considerably improved. The difference in size and shape in patterns is 

of concern in this study, / V ' : '

T. x“Home Sewing81, Family Economics Review, (Institute of Home 
Economics, Agricultural Research Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture, October 1957), pp. 24-25,

2Erwin, Mabel B,, Practical Dress Design, (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1940), p= 1.

3Simplicity Patterns, from Designer to You, (New York: 
Educational Division of Simplicity Pattern Company, 1951),

A : . ■ \Wright, Sally, What They Do with Needle and Thread, (New York; 
Educational Division of Simplicity Pattern Company, 1954),



. ' : ' II,' EEVIW O? THE LITERATURE ;
The most recent development in the sizing of commercial patterns 

is the acceptance of the 1956 Revised Body Measurements by the pattern 

industry. Each major pattern company now agrees to use the same body 
measurement standards for bust, waist, hip and back waist length for 
each designated size,

Trier to the acceptance of the 1956 standardized body measure
ments the pattern industry had made several steps forward in standard
ising its product,. In 1930 certain classifications and body measurements 
for dress patterns were recommended by a joint conference of manufacturers, 
merchants, educators and users of commercial patterns. The 

recommendation was not made from average anthropometric measurements 
from various sources, but it was a practical compromise between such 
measurements and those which had evolved in the experiences of dress

pattern designers, After the passing of several years it had become
. ' 5apparent that dress patterns were not standardized in fit.

In 1939 the Bureau of Home Economics of the United States 
Department of Agriculture sponsored and supervised a study of women6s 
measurements for garment and pattern construction for the ready-to-wear, 

and commercial pattern industries. It was felt that the measurements 
used for pattern designing had grown up in the industry by trial and 
. error. As a result,, there'were-few standards for garment sizing, and

retailers were subject to criticism because of improperly fitting

c
Latzke, Alpha and Quinlan, Beth, Clothing, (Hew Yorki 

J, B, Lippincott Company,1940), pp. 107-108, . .
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clothes. Consumers of ready-to-wear garments and commercial patterns 
also experienced unnecessary expense in using the available products to 
produce well fitted garments. The research project was undertaken in 
order to provide measurements which could be used for improving the fit 
of women8s ready-to-wear garments and commercial patterns. Special 
attention was given to discovering key measurements of the body from 
which all the other measurements could best be predicted. The study 
consisted of analyzing the body weight and fifty-eight measurements used 
in pattern and garment construction* which had been taken on 14,698 
women in the United States.^ The data collected were published in 1941 

as Women * s Measurements for Garment and. Pattern Construction, -
Miscellaneous Publication He. 454, United States Department of 
Agriculture. Significant results in this publication weret

To be satisfactory* garment and pattern sising must be based on 
- ' practical and logical classifications of.body types. The systematic

arrangements of sises may be obtained by basing the siaing system 
on one, two or possibly three control measurements.^

Further statistical analyses of the data on which Miscellaneous 
Publication Mo. 454 was based were started in January, 1949, and 
completed in April, 1952. The Standards Division of the Office of 
Technical Service, United States Department of Commerce, in cooperation 

with the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, published this 

further analysis as proposed Commercial Standards TS 5200 in 1953j and

OsBrien$ Ruth and Shelton, William C., Women9s Measurements for 
Garment and Pattern Construction, Bureau of Heme Economies, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication No. 454=
(Washington: United States Printing Office, 1941), p. 1.

^lbida pp. 1 and 55=
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it was offered to the trade for acceptance in 1955o On February 24,
1958, the resulting Body Measurements for the Sizing of Women*s Patterns
and Apparel, Commercial Standard 215=58 was published with 262 organiza-

8tions as acceptors. The stated purposes of undertaking this advanced 
study were;: ./

1.1 The primary purpose is to provide standard classifications, 
size designations, and body measurements for consistent sizing of 
women’s ready=fo=wear apparel (Misses8, Women’s, Juniors1, etc.) 
for the guidance of those engaged in producing, or preparing 
specifications for patterns and ready=to»wear garments.

1.2 Another purpose is to provide the consumer with a means of 
identifying her body type and size from the wide range of body types 
covered, and enable her t© be fitted properly by the same size

- regardless of price, type of apparel, or manufacturer of the 
garment.9 ■

This publication provides precise information on the size=to= 
size relationships of one part of the body to the other and provides 
this information for a larger number of body types than were previously 
available. The scope of Commercial Standard 215=58 covers body 
measurements for four classifications of women (Misses8, Women’s, Half- 
size and Juniors1) and nine different body types. The body types were 
divided into three height groups and three bust-hip groups for each 

height group. The size is associated with the bust, giving a three way
- V ' ' '■ ■ ' / - , : ■ 10system of classification, bust, height, and hip.

Body Measurements for the Sizing of Women’s Patterns and 
Apparel, A Recorded Voluntary Standard of the Trade, Office of Technical 
Service, United States Department of Commerce, Commercial Standard 215=58. 
(Washington; U. S, Frinting Office, 1958), pp. 38=38.

^Ibid, p. I. . - '
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The pattern industry did not accept the commercial standards in 
their entirety« It accepted four standard body measurements, bust, 
waist, hip and back waist length for each siae in misses’, women’s, 
half-size and junior classifications* Additional size classifications 
used by some pattern companies are teen, subteen and girl’s. They did 
not accept as wide a range of sizes as the commercial standards provide, 
and they do not use the same size designation.

The standardization of body measurements was meant to create 
uniformity in pattern sizes between commercial companies as well as to 
produce a pattern that gives a more satisfactory fit. Experiences of 

home sewers indicate that the same size patterns from the various 
companies do fit differently, Erwin refers to this variation in her 
1957 edition of Clothing for Moderns t

Patterns are designed ©n standard.specifications, Each pattern 
has an allowance over the basic measurements to provide ease for 
action, to secure design interest. Flares, and curves of armholes 
vary both with the seasons and pattern company,H

The differences are due to the interpretation the designers 
place on the standard body measurements as to body types and their 
tolerance for ease, Allyne Bane, a former pattern company employee, 
explains this variation in Creative Sewing, She states that each 

pattern company has a dress model form based on the standard measure

ments of the United States Bureau of Standards, but that the models may 
differ in Other ways, such as slope of the shoulder line, difference in 

armhole and neck curves. The patterns themselves may differ in

^Erwin, Mabel . B= $ Clothing for Moderns, (Hew Yorks The 
Macmillan Company, 1957), p, 199,
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allowances for freedom of movement and comfort without violating the 
United States Bureau of Standards ruling.^

A study comparing the size and shape of dress patterns was 
completed in 1957 by Esther Sieman at Michigan State University. This 
unpublished thesis included comparisons of the size and shape of basic 
dress patterns and the relationship of the commercial dress pattern 

sizes within each company in misses6 size fourteen, half-size fourteen 
and misses 0 size sixteen of selected commercial pattern' companies. ' .
Sieman8s study indicated that all the commercial dress patterns produced
by one specific company were designed for the same body type, but

1.3differences were found between the pattern companies0 designing. Bane

in Creative Sewing states that all companies have a basic pattern from
which all other patterns are made; therefore, it is felt that the

' : 14patterns of one company are uniform in size and shape*
Since Sieman1s study was completed in 1957, four of the 

commercial pattern companies have published basic dress patterns or re
vised their basic dress patterns, using the new standardization of body 

measurements. Therefore, there obviously is a need for furthering the 
study of basic dress patterns manufactured by various commercial 
companies. ; ; -

12 1 1Bane, Allyne, Creative Sewing, (Hew York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1956), p. 22,

13Sieman, Esther, A Comparison of the Sizes and Shapes of. Dress 
Patterns Made by Five Commercial Pattern Companies * (Unpublished Master8 s 
thesis, Michigan State University, East lansing, Michigan, 1957).

'k^Bane, ojj. eft., p. 2 1 , '



cmeim n
METHOD AUD tROGEDURES

In this study, dress patterns in misses’ size twelve and junior 
size thirteen were analyzed* Basie dress patterns of five pattern 
companies, designated as A, B, M, S and V, were purchased in each size*
B pattern company did not have a basic pattern available in junior size 
thirteen, so one similar in design t© a basic pattern was used*
Referred to as the "Big Five" of the pattern industry by Bane, these 

five companies were selected for study because they enjoy the greatest
• ' ' . 2,5popularity of the many pattern companies*
The basic dress patterns used were standard patterns with a

minimum number of darts and seams, and were so proportioned that they
■ 16fit many customers without too many alterations* The patterns ©£ all

ten bodices had a neckline following the contour of the base of the neck, 
an underarm bust dart, a front waistline dart and a back waistline dart* 

The basic patterns had a back shoulder dart® The sleeves of the nine 
basic patterns were set-in and wrist length, and were fitted with three 
elbow darts; the junior size thirteen B pattern had three-quarter length 

sleeves® The basic skirts were slim skirts® Skirts A, B and V were

15 ■ ' 'Bane, og,® cit®, p® 11®
^Erwin, Mabel D® * Practical Dress Design, (New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1954), p® 8 ®

8
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fitted by a waist dart in front and a waist dart in baek. Skirts S, H 
and the commercial B pattern were fitted by two waist darts in the front 
and two in the back,

, Flat pattern measurements of each basic F'stteraewereatakeaaand 
then compared. The terminology and location of these measurements were 
determined from Rohr, M» $ Pattern Drafting and Grading and Pivinick, 
Esther Kaplan, Fundamentals, of Patternmaklng for Women8s Apparel, An 
aluminum tailor's square and plastic protractor were used to determine 
the placement of additional lines on the"patterns that were necessary 
for measurements. An engineer $s scale was used to measure all straight 
lines, and a flexible ruler was used to measure all curved lines. 
Measurements were recorded to the nearest one eighth of an inch. The 
following explanation indicates where the patterns were measured, and 
how they were compared.

Bodice, Figures 1 and 2 on pages 12 and 13 serve to simplify 

the following explanation of the bodice measurements as the capital 
letters indicate the lines on these figures, bodice front and bodice 

back,
Meckllne size and shape were determined by the width (A-Y), 

depth (C~Y), length of curve (A=C) and the depth of the curve (B=Y)»
The depth of the curve was determined by a line bisecting the inter
section of the neck. Width and depth, " A • s . ■i- v'- .r--..

Size and shape of the armseye, or armhole, were determined by 

the width (2-1), depth (E-DD), length of curve (E-I) and the depth of 
the curve (Z-H), The depth of the curve was determined by a line 

bisecting the intersection of the armscye, width and depth.
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The shoulder width was determined by actual shoulder seam 
length (OE) and cross shoulder width from center neckline to the top of 
the arms eye (A-E) „ The shoulder slope line was determined by a line 

drawn from the waistline at the center to the shoulder at the armseye 
(Q"E)« The amount of shoulder slope was then determined by the 
difference between the slope line and center length.

• Several measurements taken on the grain were used to show chest 
and back width and shaping. On the bodice front a high chest measure” 
ment was taken one and one-half inches below the neckline at center 
front (X-=F) o Approximate mid-point chest and back shoulder measurements 
were taken bn the bodice front three inches below the center neckline 
and on the bodice back four inches below the center neckline (W-G). The 
seyeline was taken from the center to the intersection-of the armseye 
and the side seam on bodice front and back (V-I),

A bust line width was drawn through the tip of the underarm dart 
perpendicular to the center front (U-J) and continued from the same 
point;on the'bodice back seam line perpendicular to the center'back (U-J). 

The bust point was located at the intersection of the bustline width and 

ailine drawn from the tip of the waist dart at right angles to that line. 
The distance from this point to the center was then measured (U-CC)«
Bust height was determined by the distance from the bustline to the 
neckline at the center front and back (U-A).

Depth at the seam line and, length at the seam" line . of the waist , 
dart (0=*N and 0”BB)s underarm dart (J-K and A&~J) and shoulder dart 

(EE-GG and EE-FF) were taken to determine shaping of the bodice pattern. 
The distance the darts were from the center at the waistline (Q-0) and
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from the neckline at the shoulder {€*“EE) was also measured* ■
Seam line measurements were taken at the waistline (Q-0 and N-L) 

and the back bodice underarm (I-L) to determine size at these points*
The difference in the length of the waistline seam plus the dart depth
and the scyeline gave the amount of slope on the bodice side seam.

Measurements taken on the grain from the neckline to the waist
line at center (A=»Q) 9 shoulder at neck edge to the waistline (OP) and 

shoulder at armscye edge to the waistline (E-M) determine the length of 
the bodice. The length measurements of each pattern were compared with 
each other to determine the shaping of the bodice length.

Sleeve. For the illustration of the following measurements of 
the sleeves see Figure 3, page 15,

The complete length of the sleeve was taken by determining the
shape of the sleeve before allowing for the elbow darts and then taking 
a measurement on the grain from the height of the cap to the wrist (E-L). 

The lengths of the sleeve from the height of.the cap curve to the girth 

(E-P), the girth to the elbow (P°U)s the elbow to the wrist (U-L) and 
the front underarm seam (I-K) were measured,

Width of the sleeve was measured at three points? the bottom of 
the cap or sleeve girth (A=-l) a the elbow through the tip of the middle 

elbow dart (X=J) and the wrist seam (M-K) =
The elbow dart depth at the seam line (0-M) 3 the length (O-P) 

and the distance from the cap (A-0 ) were measured to determine shaping 

of the sleeve.
Size and shape Of the sleeve cap were determined by the length
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BODICE BACK MEASUREMENT DIAGRAM
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of the curve (A-E and B-l) and lines drawn front the seam line of the 
curve to angles at the intersection of the sleeve length and girth 
lines. The angle degrees of these lines beginning from the back of the 
sleeve were 20° (B-E), 45° '((HP),' 70° (D~B)S 90° (E-P), 110° (F-P),
135° (G”P) and 160° (H-P)» The length of the curve of the sleeve in . 
relation to the length of the curve of the armscye determined the ease 
allowance which was used to set in the sleeve. Cap width was taken at 
the midpoint of the height of the cap (C-G)»

Skirt, Front and back skirt measurements are illustrated in 
Figures 4 and 5* pages 17 and 18,

In order to determine hipline widths the hip was measured at two 
levels., seven (N«G) and ten (M-H) inches from the waistline. Because 
some hemlines were curved, a skirt width was taken twenty-seven inches 
from the waistline at the center front and back (L-I)„ The actual hem

line Width (K-J) was also taken.
Placement of darts on the skirt was determined by the distance 

of the first dart from the center front at the waistline (A-B) and at 

the tip of the darts (0»P), The distance between the darts was taken at 
both the waistline (G-D) and the tip of the darts (P=Q)c The depth at 

the waist seam (B-C and D-E) and the length (B-P and D-Q) of the center 
and side darts were taken to determine shaping. The total dart depth in 
each of the front skirts was used for comparison, as was the total dart 
depth of the back skirt, :

Center front and center back skirt lengths (A-K) and the waist
line seam (A-B and C-D and E-F) were measured to determine size. The 

smallest of the two waistline seams, bodice or skirt, was then selected
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FIGURE 3
SLEEVE MEASUREMENT DIAGRAM
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as the actual size because of allowance made for ease. The amount of 
slope on the skirt side seam was determined by the difference in the 
length of the waistline seam plus the dart depth and the seven inch 
Mpline*

The flat pattern measurements were used in comparing the degree 
of difference in size and shape of the specific areas of the dress 
patterns in each size* Measurements.for the misses8 size twelve 
patterns are presented in Tables II, III and IP, pages 43 to 50 . 
Recording of measurements for the junior size thirteen patterns are 
found in Tables P, VI and VII, pages 53 through 60. While these 
measurements are for one half a garment, as provided by pattern 
companies, all measurements in comparison were increased to total 

garment measurements 6 The largest measurement of the five patterns 
studied was used as a basis for comparison, and then the amount of 

variance of each pattern measurement from this measurement was determined 
The flat pattern measurement tables in Appendix A give the variance from 
the largest f© the smallest of each measurement. The bodice front and 
back were treated individually and also as one unit in the comparison, 
as were the skirt front and back. The amount of Increase or difference 
was found between measurements when these variations indicated shaping. 
For example, the increase between the seven inch hipline and the ten 
inch hipline, or the one and one half inch chestline and the three inch 

chestline was determined for the same pattern.
The bodices of the five commercial patterns of each size were 

superimposed one upon the other to validate the comparison of the 

pattern pieces. The skirts and sleeves were treated in a similar
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manner® The superimpositions were found necessary to illustrate some 
differences that could not be measureds such as the shaping of the neck
line and armseye® Examples are presented in Figures 6 to 8 on pages 
67 through 69 *

Commercial patterns are designed with garment ease allowance to 
provide for movement and comfort, and this variance was considered. The 
body measurements for bust, waist, hip and back waist length accepted by 
the pattern industry in 1956 were compared to the corresponding flat 
pattern measurements of the patterns.inclkddd in this study to find the 
allowance for garment ease provided by the pattern companies. These 
allowances for the misses* size twelve and junior size thirteen are in 
Table VIII, page 63 , '

Fabric shells (or garments) were constructed from the ten 
commercial basic dress patterns to use in interpreting the patterns8 
sizes and shapes on selected subjects. The fabric shells of pre-shrunk 

cotton percale were constructed in separate units (bodice, sleeves and 
skirt) for ease in determining variations and for future fitting 
purposes. The sleeve cap was eased to a tape the length of the armscye, 
and. then small snaps were used to join the sleeves to the bodice, 4 1 1  

curved openings were double stitched to prevent stretching. The shells 

were constructed with back openings closed by gripper snap fasteners, 
Grain lines were machine stitched with contrasting thread at the center 

front, center back, scyeline, seven inch hipline, sleeve length and 
sleeve girth. The bodice and skirt of the shells were zigzagged 
together at the waistline to facilitate the analyses of the shells for 

.this study, '



Following the directions given by the pattern industry the four 
measurements, bust,.waist, hip and back waist length, were taken on 
girls in the School of Home Economics at the University of Arizona,

Eight subjects were selected for analyzing the junior size thirteen, and 

six subjects were selected for analyzing the misses8 size twelve fabric 
shells. These girls were selected as subjects because their four body 
measurements corresponded closely to the revised standard body 
measurements of the pattern industry (Appendix A, Table I, page 42 ),

Body weight and twelve measurements were taken for each of the 
selected subjects to determine the size and shape of her body.

Tables IX and X on pages 64 to 65 of Appendix A show the measurements 
compiled for each of the subjects. The measurements were taken 
according to the directions given in Commercial Standard 215-58, Body 

Measurements for the Sizing of Women8s, Patterns and. Apparel» . Tape was' 
used to set the location of the bust, hip, waist, arm girth, scyeline 
and shoulder seam, A metal chain facilitated the location of the neck 
base, A grease pencil was used to mark the amscye for measurement of 

the cross' shoulder .'width and back width, ' 7 ; .
The five fabric shells were analyzed in detail on each of the 

subjects for that size. The analyses were governed by the standards of 
fit and ease allowance in Erwin, Practical Dress Design, and Hillhouse 

and Mansfield, Dress Design, Draping and Flat Pattern Making, The. 
analysis consisted of evaluating the fit of the shells on the subjects 

at thirteen specific areas as being too small, an appropriate fit or 
being too large. The length, depth and placement of the darts were also 
studied* Figure 9 on page 70 of Appendix B is a replica of the chart



used for recording the analysis of each of the five fabric shells on the 
subjects.

The comparisons of the pattern measurements, superimpositions of 
pattern pieces and garment ease allowance for each company were used to 
find the differences in size and shape of the patterns of each size.

From these differences an interpretation was made of the type of figure 
for which each pattern company designs its product. Visual observations 

in the detailed analyses of the fabric shells on the subjects were used 
to help make these interpretations. '



GH&fTEE III

FHBIHGS OF THE STUDY

la this study of misses* size twelve and junior size thirteen 
patterns, it must be understood that it is a comparison of size and 
shape of one pattern size made by five different companies„ The 

pattern companies have used four standard body measurements to design 
the basic patterns; therefore, the variations in measurements in some 
areas are not extreme, while in other areas they are more .substantial. 
For example, the five garment measurements in misses1 size twelve vary 
2-1/4 inches in total bustline measurement, while the five front bust- 
line measurements vary only 1/2 inch. The two largest total bustline 
measurements of this size vary 1/2 inch from each other, but the two 
smallest total bustline measurements vary one inch* These examples 
indicate why it is necessary to consider in every area the amount of 
difference and the placement of this difference,

. .. To interpret the type of figure for which commercial pattern, '
companies design, each individual measurement, superimposition and ease 
allowance difference was considered as stated in the Method and 

Procedure, Chapter II, The study of the fabric shells contributed to 
the interpretations by giving a visual analysis of the fit of each 

pattern on the same subject, .

21
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When making the comparisons, in most cases the relationship of 
front and back measurements were more revealing as to the size and shape 
of the patterns than were the differences in the total measurementse 
Substantial and interesting differences were found in the following 
areas$ (1) the relationship of the front to back neckline curvej
(2) the relationship of the front to back armseye curve; (3) the slope 
of the shoulder seam; (4) the size, length and placement of darts in the 
bustline area; and (5) size, length and placement of darts in the skirt, 

Since body shapes are not usually similarly proportioned, each 
area of the pattern must be considered when investigating- the size and / . 
shape of each pattern., The discussion of the findings explains the 
substantial differences in the size and shape of each pattern, and then 

an. interpretation is made of the type of figure, for which the pattern , 
appears to be designed»

I*'/ MISSES8 SIZE TOEL?! MTTERNS

Pattern The depth of the front neckline in pattern A, which
is the deepest of all five patterns, contributes to making this one of , 
the two largest neckline curves. Curve length of the armscye is one of 
the three smallest and is designed to be shallow and narrow*

Shoulder seam length, cross shoulder widths and chestline widths 

in this pattern are the smallest of the five patterns0 The narrowness 

of the shoulder and chestline areas continues through the front seyeline. 
The pattern A shoulder seam is one of the two least sloping, and the 

shoulder dart is deep and short*
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The front bustline is designed with a deep, long underarm dart,
a high bustline and a short waistline dart that is placed close to the
center« The back waist- dart is deep and is placed far from the center =

The side seam of the bodice has the least slope of all five
patternso Pattern A bodice has the shortest back lengths and front
lengthss The pattern is short at the side, when the side lengths are
compared to the center lengths, as explained in the Method and Procedure,
page 1 1 , .

The sleeve is the longest, but is short from the cap to the
elbow. The girth of the sleeve is wide, and when the sleeve is
attached to the armscye, the amount of ease allowance is great.

The skirt of pattern A has one of the three largest hiplines
with one of the smallest front hiplines. The skirt is designed with the
largest hipline increase at the ten inch level and also at the twenty-

seven inch level. Darting in the skirt front is short, shallow and

close to the center. The back.dart is deep and long. The skirt side
seam has the greatest slope. The waistline is one of the smallest,
proportioned small in front.

Pattern A Figure Type,
Heck large and set forward on the shoulders
Armsocket small
Shoulders narrow and square
Chest narrow
Back medium and fleshy, with prominent shoulder blades 
Bust narrow, with prominent busts and full rib cage 
Side of body straight to waist
Short waisted becoming short at the side of the body 
Long arm
front hipline narrow, with full abdomen; back hipline low and 

• full; and side hipline full 
Waist small, particularly in front
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Pattern Ba This pattern has a neckline carve that is the 

smallest of the five patterns. The amscye curve of this pattern is 
small 3, with shallow depths and narrow front width.

The back shoulder is wide, with the least amount of shoulder 
slope and has the widest back bust width. The front bodice is wide 
through the chest, but tapers to one of the narrowest; patterns at the 
front scyeline.

The bustline is placed low, with most of the fullness coming 
from the waistline dart. This dart is long and is placed far from the 
center,

The bodice front of pattern B is the longest of all the patterns 
and one of the three longest in back. The side of the bodice pattern is 

the longest when; it is compared to the center front and back lengths of 
the pattern, and the side seam has little slope.

Sleeve length is long from the cap to the elbow, and this 
pattern has a high cap which is attached to the bodice with medium ease 
allowance. The sleeve pattern width at the girth is the smallest of the 

five patterns compared.
The hipline of the B pattern is designed with one of the smallest 

front widths and has one of the three greatest ten inch hipline increases. 
The hemline increase is one of the three widest. The front skirt dart 
is designed long and shallow. The back skirt dart is designed similarly 

in depth and length to the front, but closer to the center. The side 
seam is drafted with a great slope. The waistline, which is the 
smallest of the five patterns in front, is the largest in back.
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Pattern B Figure Type* ; ' -
Keck small and set erect on the shoulders 
Arasocket small3 shallow and narrow in front 
Shoulders wide and square
Chest wide and tapering to a narrow seyeline 
Back wide
Bust narrow width, low and full at the side of the body 
Side of body straight to waist 
Long waisted, remaining long at the side of body 
Long arm
Front hip line narrow, with flat abdomen; back hip line low and 

full; and side hipline full 
Waist front small and back large

Pattern M» The armscye of this pattern is one of the widest, 
particularly in back, making the armscye curve largee

The shoulder length, cross shoulder lengths, chestline widths 
and back width of pattern M are the largest measurements of the five 

patterns, and the pattern' has sloping shoulder seams.
The pattern M back seyeline and back bustline continue to remain 

the largest of the patterns, but the bodice front becomes the smallest 

of these two measurements* The pattern is designed for a bustline that 
is low. The underarm dart is the deepest, yet it is short, and the 
waistline dart is the shallowest and the shortest.

The underarm seam of the bodice has one of the greatest slopes 
of the patterns which were compared. The center front and back of 

pattern M are of the longest, but the shoulder to waist length is short. 

This sleeve pattern is the shortest, but it has a deep cap. The 
sleeve eases to the bodice with one of the greatest amounts of ease and 
the widths of the sleeve are the widest of the five size twelve patterns 

The M skirt pattern increased the least at the ten inch level 
and is one of the two slimmer skirt widths at the hemline, , The seven
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inch hip-line width is one of the largest, but is proportioned smallest 

in back width of the five patterns. The front skirt darts are deep, 
long and close together. The back darts are deep anti short. Although 
the side seam has the least slope, the superimpositions showed a definite 
high curve. Being small in back, the waistline is one of the smallest 
of the five patterns,

Pattern M Figure Type, -

Neck medium anti set erect on the shoulders 
Armsocket large, particularly in back 
Shoulders wide and sloping 
Chest wide /- 
Back wide
Bust narrow, low and full,at the side of the body 
Side of body sloping to waist
Long waisted, becoming short at the side of the body 

. Short arm
Front hipline wide, with a full abdomen; back hip line narrow, 

full and high; and side hipline, high fullness 
Waist small, particularly in back

Pattern So The shallow front depth makes the neckline curve of

S pattern the smallest. Pattern S.has the smallest armseye curve, since
it is particularly small in back width and depth, with a low back curve,

' The upper proportions of the bodice, shoulder seam length, cross'

shoulder widths and chestline widths, are all of medium width. The 
shoulder darting is the deepest and longest of the five patterns, with 
the back shoulder seam having a defined slope. The front shoulder seam 

has the least slope,- . '
The total bustline width of the S pattern is the smallest of all 

patterns. The back bustline width is designed to be narrow, the front 
wide. Approximately the same amount of. darting comes from the waistline 
and underarm darts, with both being about medium in depth and length.
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The back bodice waistline dart is narrow and long.
The center front of S pattern is one of the two shortest, and it 

is short at the shoulder to waist lengths when these measurements are 

compared to the center lengths. The side seam of this pattern has the 
least amount of slope of the five patterns.

The sleeve is short from elbow to wrist and has one of the widest 
girths 3 being designed to give the largest amount of ease allowance when 
attached to the bodice. .

The skirt of S pattern is drafted with a large ten inch and 
twenty-seven inch increase. The total seven inch hipline is the smallest, 

drafted with the smallest front width of the five patterns. The waist

line has the opposite ratio, being the largest waistline with the 
largest front. The front is designed with short, shallow darts placed 
far apart and a great side seam slope. The back skirt darts are among 
the deepest and longest of the five patterns»

Pattern S Figure Type.
Heck small and set erect on the shoulders 
Azmsocket small, particularly in back
Shoulders medium width and square, with prominent shoulder blades
Chest medium width
Back narrow and slim
Bust wide, with prominent busts
Side of body straight to waist
Short waisted at center front and the side of the body 

,' . Shor t arm
Front hipline narrow and slim; back hipline low and full; and 

side hipline full 
Waist large, particularly in front



Pattern Neckline proportions in the ¥ pattern make it the 
largest neckline curve„ Front armseye width, depths and total curve 
length of pattern ¥ are the largest in .measurements

The shoulder and chest areas are of medium width in all 

measurements, with the front shoulder seam slope one of the greatest.
The back shoulder dart is designed deep, long and closest to the neckline 

The bodice back scyeline and bustline widths are next to the 

smallest measurements, of the five patterns. The back waistline dart is 
shallow, and the front bustline is designed with a shallow short 
underarm dart and a deep long waistline dart.

Center front and back lengths of ¥ pattern are the longest, with 

the front shoulder to waist length being short in relation to the center 
front length of the pattern. The back shoulder to waist length is one 
of the longest of all the patterns.

The sleeve is one of the two longest, and has the deepest cap of 
all five patterns. The cap is narrow in width, with little ease 
allowance when attached to. the large aimseye.

The hipline of ¥ pattern is the largest at the seven inch level, 
proportioned largest in front and smallest in back. The skirt ten inch 
hipline increase is medium, and the skirt has the smallest twenty-seven 

inch width. The skirt front dart is deep, long and placed far from the 
center, and, the shallow back dart is shortest, .The side seam has the 

greatest slope of the five patterns.
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Pattern V Figure Type, ’ -
Keck large and set erect on shoulders 
Amsocket large
Shoulders medium arid sloping, with rounded back shoulders 
Chest medium width 
Back narrow and slim
Bust medium width and full at the side of the body 
Side of the body straight to waist 
Long waisted, becoming short at the side of the body 
Long arm
Front hipline wide; back hipline narrow with high, small 

fullness; and side hipline full 
Waist medium

XI, JUNIOR SIZE THIRTEEN PATTERNS

Pattern A« The curve length and front depth of the neckline 
are the largest. The shallow armseye of A pattern is the narrowest and 

has one of the two smallest curve lengths.
The front shoulder length, cross shoulder width and the chest 

widths of this pattern are the smallest of the five patterns, and the 
shoulder has the least amount of slope. The back cross shoulder width, 
back width and back scyeline are all wide when compared to the other 

patterns. The three inch chest width shows the bodice front tapering 
from the shoulder area to the chest area more than the other patterns, 
and this tapering continues through the front scyeline, making this 

scyeline one of the two smallest.
The total bust width is the largest, with a large back and a 

small front. The front bodice darting of pattern A is high and has a 
deep and one of the longest underarm darts. The front waistline dart is 

short and close to the center. The bodice back waistline dart is the 

deepest and is far from the center.
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The A pattern is short waisted in both center front and back and
continues t© be short at the shoulder to waist length in relation to the
center lengths when compared, as was explained in the Method and
Procedure, page 11, The bodice side seam has only a slight slope.

The total sleeve length is the shortest, being short from elbow
to wrist. The short cap eases to the arms eye with medium ease allowance.

The skirt of pattern A is designed, with one of the two smallest
hip widths at the seven inch level, the largest ten inch hipline
increase and the largest hemline increase,. The skirt front darting is
shallow and short, and the back darting is shallow and long. The side
seam has one of the greatest slopes of all size thirteen patterns, and
the waistline of pattern A is the largest of the five compared.

Pattern A Figure Type, ' ■
Meek large and set forward qn the shoulders '
Armsocket small, shallow and narrow 
Shoulders narrow and square .
Chest narrow and tapering to scyeline
Back wide and fleshy, with prominent shoulder blades
Bust narrow front, high, prominent busts and full rib cage
Side of body straight to waist -
Short waisted, becoming short at the side of the body 
Short arm
Front hipline small, with full abdomen; back hipline low and 

full; and side hipline, full 
. Waist'large i '

Pattern Bo The neckline depth and curve of pattern B are :
large in front and small in back,.

The back shoulder is narrow in all widths, continuing through , 
the back scyeline and bust line. The bodice front of pattern B has a 

wide chestline, tapering to a small scyeline and bustliae. The placement 
of the bustline is one of the two highest, and the underarm dart is short
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and shallow. . •

Xhe bodice front stieolder- to' waist length is longs , when compared
to the center length of the pattern, with the underarm seam having
little slope* •

The sleeve is longest from cap m  elbow and has a high cap.
The seven inch hipline is the smallest, having a small front

width. The skirt of pattern B is medium in the ten inch and twenty"
seven inch hipline increases* Skirt front darting is one of the three
greatest in depths The front darting is longest and placed closest
together. The back darts are!long and medium in depth. The waistline
is small, and the side seam has little slope.
Pattern B Figure Type.

Meek medium size and sett forward on the shoulders
Amsocket medium size
Shoulders narrow
Chest wide
Back narrow
Bust narrow, high and fullness at the side of the body 

.Side of the body straight to. the waist 
Long waisted, remaining long at the side of the body 
Long arm
front hipline narrow, with flat abdomen; back hipline high and 

medium; and side hipline straight
Waist small ' ; „ - '

Pattern M. The neckline of pattern M has a small curve length,

having small front proportions. The amscye is designed to be shallow
and wide, particularly in back.

The bodice back shoulder length, cross shoulder width, back 
widths and seyeline are all large; and the back shoulder dart is narrow 

and long.
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The bustline width is large, with the back being proportionally
larger than the front» The darting of the bodice front contes mainly
from the underarm and is placed low on the body. The bodice dart at the
back waistline is shallow, as is the front waistline dart; therefore,
the side seam has a great slope.

The bodice of pattern M is the longest at center front and backs
Sleeve length of this pattern is short from cap to elbow and

longest from elbow t© wrist. The large sleeve widths allow the greatest
amount of ease when the sleeve is attached to the armseye.

The hipline of the M pattern is the largest at the seven inch
level, with the ten inch and twenty-seven inch increases being among the
smallest of the five patterns. The darting in the skirt front is deep
and close together. The back darts are deep, short and close to the
center. The side seam has great slope, with a definite curve shown in
the superimpositions.
Pattern M Figure Type, '

Meek small and set erect on the shoulders 
Armsocket shallow and wide, particularly in back 
Shoulders wide 

' Chest wide -
Back wide and straight 
Bust narrow with low, medium fullness 
Side of body sloping to waist 
long waisted 
Long arm . . . . .
Front hipline wide, with a full abdomen; back hipline full and 

high; and side hipline full 
Waist medium
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Pattern EL The amscye of pattern S is proportioned with a
narrow <, shallow back and small total curve length*

The bodice back shoulder length* cross shoulder length and back 
width are among the largest measurements s tapering to the smallest back 
bustline. The shoulder is designed with sloping shoulders and a deep 
long darto The back bodice waistline dart is long and medium in depth* 

The bodice front of S pattern is wide in cross shoulder width, 

chest widths, scyeline and bust measurements. The bustline is designed 
low, with a deep, long underarm dart and a long waistline dart.

The bodice length is long in back and is short in shoulder to 
waist length when the side lengths are compared to the center lengths of
the pattern. .'

The sleeve is long and wide at the girth, having a large amount 
of ease allowance when compared to the amscye.

Pattern S skirt front is designed with small skirt widths, and 

it has short, shallow darts that are placed far apart. The skirt flares
to one of the two widest hemlines. The skirt back is large in hipline
width and has long darts. The front side seam has one of the greatest 

slopes.
Pattern S Figure Type,

Meek medium and set erect on the shoulders 
Amsocket small, particularly in back
Shoulders wide and sloping, with prominent shoulder blades
Chest wide
Back wide, tapering to small back bustline 
Bust wide, with low prominent busts 
Side of body medium slope to waist
Short waisted at the side, while long waisted in back 
Long arm
Front hipline narrow and slim; back hip line wide and low; and 
side hipline full
Waist medium . -
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Pattern. ?* Hhe neckline of V pattern is designed with one of 
the two largest curve lengths. The armscye.is wide, deep and long in 
curve length.

Shoulder seam of the ¥ pattern has a definite slope in front, 
with less slope in back. The'shoulder dart is deep, long and close to 

the neckline,. The shoulder, back and chest widths are all medium or 
small measurements, with the scyeline increasing to one of the largest. 
The front scyeline is large and the back small.

The front bust area has one of the two largest widths designed 
for a low bustline. The underarm dart is narrow and short, and the 
front waistline dart is deep, long and far from the center. The back 
waistline dart is shallow.

The bodice of this pattern is long at the center front and back, 
becoming short at the side ©f tie pattern when the side length is 

compared to the center lengths of the pattern.
Sleeve length of pattern V is long, designed with a high, wide 

cap and has little ease allowance when attached t© the amscye.

The V pattern skirt front is one of the two widest at the seven 
inch level and is shaped with a deep, long dart and has one of the 

greatest side seam slopes. The small back seven inch hipline is 
designed with a short shallow dart and a small waistline. The V pattern 
skirt is narrowest at the hemline of the five patterns.
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Pattern ¥ ffiguge Type. '
Neck large and set erect on the shoulders 
Armsocket large
Shoulders medium to small width and sloping, with rounded back 

shoulders 
Chest medium width ,
Back narrow and slim ;
Bust wide with busts low and to the side of the body 
Side of the body medium slope to the waist 
Long waisted, becoming short at the side of the body 
Long arm
Front hipline wide; back hipline narrow, with small, high 

fullness; and side hipline full 
Waist small back width



CH&BTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown the differences in the size and shape of 
commercially available basic dress patterns in two sizes produced by 
five companies; these differences are present even though the pattern 
industry has standardised four measurements for pattern sizes. 
Mathematical comparison of the pattern measurements and superimposition ' 
of the pattern pieces identified the place of differences and the degree 
of differences in size and shape of the patterns. Determining the 
garment ease allowances for the bust, waist, hip and back waist length 
of the patterns of each size showed that each company has a different 
interpretation of garment fit in these areas. The composite data 
collected and the visual observation of the fabric shells made it 
possible to interpret figure types for which each commercial pattern 
company apparently designs.

This portrayal of pattern size and shape will be helpful to the 
pattern consumer; (1) in selecting the pattern company or companies that 
design patterns that correspond most closely to her figure type and 
desire of fit; (2 ) in selecting the pattern that is easily altered to 

fit her figure; and (3) in enabling her to determine what alterations 
are necessary to make to the pattern before beginning garment 

construction.
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Classroom teachers, cooperative extension workers and other 
educators need to disseminate the findings of this study, because the 
accepted four body measurements as designing standards £©t commercial 
patterns may give consumers & false impression that all patterns of one 
size are identical in all manner. ®£ fit. The findings ©£ this study 
should not be used as a criticism of the commercial pattern manufacturers, 
but the findings should be used by educators to help students to analyze 
their figure characteristics» This will enable the pattern user to buy 
tthe commercial pattern which most closely corresponds t© her body type, 
eliminating many-of her fitting problems,. The commercial pattern 
manufacturers all have a wide selection of similar garment styles. 
Consequently, consumers will not be limited to buying from any one 
company because of pattern styling, ’ -

It is felt that the visual analyses of the fabric shells were 
not as meaningful to the study as anticipated. Vertical and horizontal 
size of the shells were difficult to analyse because of the tendency of 

the shells to be large through the bust and short in the bodice length 
for the selected subjects. These subjects, however, were selected in 

accordance with directions given by the pattern industry for pattern 
size selection.

The use of the Commercial Standards, OS 215-58, body types for 
height and hip groups, for interpreting the body type for which the 
pattern company designs, would have been a.valuable addition to the : 
conclusions. It was found however, that the patterns could not be 

placed categorically in these groups because of insufficient information 
provided, by the pattern companies as to the actual height of the dress
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model forms and inadequate difference in measurements at the hipline of 
the five patterns of each size*, The commercial standards do not give 
front to back relationships for measurements and these are a vital part 
of this study. The commercial standards are based on only five body 
measurements and weight and would place limitations on this study.



CHAPTER V

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

This study is just a beginning among the possibilities and 
needs in the field of pattern sizes. The continued use of the fabric 

shells in the School of Rome Economics, The University of Arizona, will 
probably broaden the findings of this study. The United States 

Department of Commerce and commercial companies have made steps forward 
by their studies of garment and pattern sizing, but more standardisation 
and information are needed. Suggestions for future investigations are:

1* Continued study of size and shape in additional pattern 
classifications and sizes of; commercially available patterns,

2. A. size and shape study of uniformity of different commercial 

patterns in,one size of each company, such as dresses, skirts, slacks, 
shorts, suits and coats,

3. A comparison of the differences in size and shape between 

classifications (i.e., junior, misses*, half sizes, women’s) and the 
grading of sizes within each classification of the pattern company,

4. Development and additional studies of commercial pattern 

classifications for various height and hip groups.

39
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TABLE I

1956 REVISED BODY MEASUREMENTS

Misses* Size Twelve

-Bust 32 in,'

Waist - 25
Hip 34
Back Waist Length 16

Junior Size Thirteen
Bust : '33 in.

Waist 25-1/2

Hip 35
Back Waist Length 15-1/2



TABLE II
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE COMMERCIAL BODICE PATTERNS 

■ ' IN MISSES* SIZE TWELVE,
Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figures 1 and 2} pages 12 and 13

Pattern A B M S ■ „ V Variation*

Neckline 
Width A“Y

Front - 2*4/8 in. 2 -4/ 8 in. 2 -4/ 8 in. 2-4/8 in. 2-5/8 in. 1/8 in.
Back 2*5/8 2-6/8 2-6/8 2-5/8: ' 2-6/8 1/8

Depth C«Y.; 
Front 3 2* 6/8 2—6/8 - 2-4/8 2—6/8 4/8
Back 6/8 6/8 6/8 7/8 6/8 1/8
.Total 3*6/8 3*4/8 3-4/8 3-3/8 3-4/8 3/8

Length of Curve A-C 
Front 4*3/8 4 4—1/8 4 4—2/8 3/8
Back 2*7/8 3 3 ■3 3 1/8
Total 7?2/8 7 7*1/8 7 7-2/8 2/8

Depth of Curve B-Y
Front 1-1/8 1*2/8 7/8 1-1/8 1 3/8
Back 5/8 4/8 4/8 6/8 4/8 2/8

Arms eye
Width . I~Z ■

Front.-'.- - : 2 *6/8 ' 2*4/8 2*5/8 , 2-7/8 3 ' 4/8
Back 1-6/8 2 2 *2/8 1*4/8 1-7/8 6/8
Total 4*4/8 4-4/8 4-7/8 4-3/8 4-7/8 4/8 .

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE II (continued)

Pattern A B M S V Variation*
Depth E*DD - 
. Front ■'■6-2/8' in. ■ 6-2/8 in. 6-4/8 in. 6-4/8 in. 6-5/8 in. 3/8 in.
Back . 7-2/8- 7-2/8 ■ 7-4/8v 7-2/8 , 7-6/8 4/8

Length of Curve E-I 
Front 8»2/8 8 8-3/8 8-3/8 8-6/8 6/8
Back 8-2/8 8-3/8 8—4/8 8 8-7/8 7/8
Total 16-4/8 16-3/8 16-7/8 16-3/8 17-5/8 1-2/8

Depth of Curve H-Z 
, Front 7/8 7/8 7/8 1 1 1/8
Back " * . 1 1-1/8 1-2/8 7/8 1 3/8

Shoulder
Seam Length C-E  ̂ • 
Front 4-6/8 V>,' 5 " : 5-2/8 ' 5 - 5 ' . 4/8
Back : v 4-6/8 - .. 5 5-2/8 . 5 : 5 4/8

Gross Shoulder Width A-E 
Front 7-1/8 7-2/8 7-4/8 7-3/8 ' 7-2/8 3/8
Back 7-2/8 7-4/8 7-5/8 7-3/8 7-4/8 3/8

Slope Line Q**E 
Front - 17-4/8 17-5/8 17-3/8 17-2/8 17-4/8 3/8
Back 16-4/8 17-1/8 16-5/8 16-5/8 16-7/8 5/8

Chestline 
Front
Width 1% inches from 

Neckline X~F 6-3/8 6-7/8 - 6-7/8 ‘ 6-6/8 6-6/8 4/8
Width 3 inches from 

Neckline W-G 6-5/8 6-7/8 6-6/8 6-6/8 6-6/8 2/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE II (continued)

Pattern A B M S V Variation*
Back
Width 4 inches from 

Neckline ¥=G 7-1/8 in* 7*1/8 in. 7*3/8 in. 7 in. . 7*1/8 in. 3/8 in.
Scyeline V-I 
Front 9*2/8 9*2/8 . 9-2/8 9*4/8 9*5/8 3/8
Back 8*7/8 9 9*2/8 8-3/8 8*6/8 7/8
Total . V , 18*1/8 18-2/8 18*4/8 , 17*7/8 : 18-3/8 5/8
Bustline
Width at Underarm Bart 

Level U-J 
Front . 9*4/8 ‘ 9*6/8 9*4/8 9*5/8 9*5/8 2/8
Back 8*4/8 "8*6/8 8-6/8 7*6/8 8*2/8 1
Total 18 18*4/8 ■ 18-2/8 : ; 17*3/8 17*7/8 1*1/8

Distance from Center to. 
Waist Dart Termination 

U-CC 
Front 3*4/8 3*7/8 3-4/8 3*6/8 3*6/8 3/8
Back 3*5/8 3*5/8 3*4/8 3 3-4/8 5/8

Height U-A 
Front 6*4/8 7*4/8 7*6/8 7 7-1/8 1-2/8
Back 9-5/8 9-7/8 10-5/8 10-2/8 10-6/8 1*1/8

Underarm Dart 
Depth J“K 2 1*2/8 1-6/8 1-4/8 7/8 1-1/8
Length M.-J 5 4-2/8 4-3/8 4*4/8 4 1
Distance from Amseye I-J 1*2/8 1*5/8 1*3/8 7/8 1-6/8 7/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE II (continued)

Pattern A B M S V Variation*

Waistline Barts 
Front

Depth : 0*# 1-6/8 in. 2—3/8 in. 1-3/8 in. 1-7/8 in. 2-4/8 in. 1-1/8 in.
Length Q-BB 6-3/8 7 6-3/8 6-6/8 6-7/8 . 5/8
Distance from Center 
at Waistline Q*0 2-6/8 3 3 • 3 3-1/8 3/8

Back
Depth 0“H 1-4/8 1-1/8 1-2/8 1 1-1/8 4/8
Length 0“BB 6-5/8 6-3/8 6-6/8 8-1/8 6-4/8 1-6/8
Distance from Center 
at Waistline Q-0 2-7/8 2-6/8 3 2-4/8 2-7/8 4/8

Shoulder Dart 
Depth EB‘?GG . 5/8 3/8 ■■ 4/8 ' 5/8 5/8 2/8
Length EE-FF 2-7/8 3 3-4/8 ■ - 3-5/8 3-4/8 .6/8
Distance from Neckline 

"C-SE 2-4/8 2-3/8 2-5/8 . 2-3/8 2 5/8
Waistline Seam Length 
Front Q-0 K-L 6-5/8 6-5/8 6-6/8 7 6-6/8 3/8
Back Q-0 N-L 5-7/8 6-2/8 6 5-7/8 6 3/8
Total 12-4/8 12-7/8 12-6/8 12-7/8 12-6/8 3/8

Underarm Seam Length 1«L 
Back 7-7/8 8-5/8 :7-7/8 . 8 « ' . 6/8
Length 
Center A-Q 
Front 14-2/8 14-7/8 14-6/8 14-4/8 14-7/8 5/8
Back 15-7/8 16-2/8 16—4/8 16-1/8 16-3/8 5/8

-Warletion from the largest to smallest



TABLE It (continued)

Pattern A B M S V Variation*

Heck to Waistline C~P
Front 17-3/8 in. 17-5/8 in. 17-4/8 in. 17-2/8 in. 17-4/8 in. 3/8 in.
Back 16-6/8 17-1/8 . 17-2/8 17-2/8 17-2/8 4/8

Shoulder to Waistline B=-M
Front ' 14-7/8 15-3/8 15-7/8 14-6/8 15-1/8 1-1/8 •

, Back 15 15-5/8 15-1/8 15 .15-5/8 5/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE III
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE COMMERCIAL SLEEVE FATTENS

IN MISSES* SIZE WELVE .
Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figure 3, page 15

Pattern A B M S V Variation*
Length
Cap Curve to Girth E-F 
Girth to Elbow P=U 
Elbow to Wrist U=L 
Total B-L

5-6/8 in, 
7-3/8 
9-6/3 
22-7/8

6-1/8 in,
7-7/8
8-5/8 
22-5/8

6-1/8 in, 
7
9-3/8
22-4/8

6 in,
7-5/8
9

22-5/8

6-1/8 in,
7-3/8 
9-2/8

22-6/8

3/8 in, 
7/8 

1-1/8 
3/8

Underarm Seam Length X-K 17 17-2/8 18-1/8 17-4/8 17-3/3 1-1/8
Girth A-I 13 . 12-3/8 13 13 12-6/8 5/8
Width at Elbow X-=J 11-2/8 10-7/8 11-4/8 ii-i/a 11-1/8 5/8
Width at Wrist M-K 7-3/8 6-4/8 7-6/8 7-7/8 7-3/8 1-3/8
Elbow Darts 
Depth 0~N 
Length 0-V 
Distance from Gap A-0

2/8
2-5/3
7

4/8
2-7/8
7-4/8

5/8
3-2/8
6-3/8

5/8
2-7/8
7-4/8

5/8
2-7/8
7-2/8

3/8
5/8

1-1/8

Length of Cap Curve 
Front X“E 
Back A-E 
Total

9-2/8
9—2/8
18-4/8

9-1/8 
9-1/8 : 
18-2/8

9-3/8
9-4/8
18-7/8

9-3/8
9-2/8
18-5/8

9-4/8 
9-3/8 
18—7/8

3/8
. 3/8 

5/8 '

^Variation from the largest to smallest



mBLB III (continued)

Pattern A B M S' ■ : V Variation*
Gap Height 
20° B«P 4"6/8 in* 4=7/8 iiio 5=1/8 in. 4=7/8 in. 5 in, . 3/8 in.
45° C-P 4=6/8 4=7/8 5=1/8 4=7/8 5 ' ■ .; 3/8
70° 0«P 5^4/8 5=4/8 5=6/8 5=5/8 5=5/8 2/8
90° E-P 5=6/8 6=1/8 6=1/8 6 6=1/8 3/8
110° F-P 5=3/8 5=6/8 5=3/8 5=4/8 5=5/8 3/8
135° G~P 4=5/8 4=7/8 4=5/8 4=5/8 4-4/8 3/8
160° H-P 4=5/8 4=6/8 4=4/8 4=4/8 4=3/8 3/8
Cap Width at Midpoint C-G 7=2/8 7=4/8 7=4/8 ■7=2/8 7=1/8 : ■ 3/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE IV
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE COMMERCIAL SKIRT PATTERNS

IN MISSESe SIZE TI'iELVE
Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figures 4 and 5$ pages 17; and 18.

Pattern A B M S V Variation*
Seven Inch Hipline Width 
Front M-G 9-2/8 in. 9-2/8 in. 9-4/8 in. 9-1/8 in. 9-5/8 in. 4/8 in*
Back 9-2/8 9-1/8 9 9-1/8 9 2/8
Total 18-4/8 18-3/8 18—4/8 18-2/8 18-5/8 3/8

Ten Inch Hipline Width 
Front . ;- M“H 9-5/8 9-4/8 9-5/8 .v 9-4/8 9-7/8 3/8
Back ' 9-5/8 9-4/8 : . .9-1/8 ■ - - 9—4/8 9-2/8 ' ■ 4/8
Total 19-2/8 ■19' 18-6/8 19 19-1/8 4/8

Width 27 Inches from 
Whistline L-I 
Front . 11-4/8 10-6/8 10 11-3/8 9-6/8 1-6/8
Back 11-3/8 10-6/8 9-4/8 11-3/8 9-2/8 2-1/8
Total 22-7/8 21-4/8 19-4/8 22-6/8 19 3-7/8

Darts
Front

Center
Depth ,B-C 6/8 7/8 6/8 ■ 2/8 " 1 - 3 / 8 " . ■ 1-1/8
Length B-P : 3-2/8 ■5-5/8 3—4/8 3 4—6/8 • 2-5/8

Distance from Center
At Waistline A-B 2-6/8 2-7/3 2-7/8 2-7/8 3-2/8 4/8
At Tip C-P 3-1/8 3-3/8 3-3/8 3-1/8 4 7/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE IV (continued)

Pattern / A B M S V Variation*
Side
Depth ■ S“I 6/8 in. 2/8 in. 4/8 in.
Length . :D-Q ——  ■ ■. — . . . . 3-4/8 3 —— 4/8

Distance Between Darts 
. At Waistline- C-D <«Wta»W ' ••mm 1/1/8 2-2/8 1-1/8
At Tip P~Q —— — — 1-7/8 2-7/8 1

Back
Center
Depth B^C 1-6/8 in. 1-2/8 in. 1 7/8 1-3/8 in. 7/8
Length D-Q 6-2/8 6 5-2/8 5-4/8 s-4/8 ; 1

Distance from Center 
At Waistline A-B 2-6/8 - 2-5/8 2-7/8 2-5/8 2-6/8 2/8
At Tip . 0"P 3-6/8 3-4/8 • .3-3/8 3-2/8 3-4/8 4/8

Side \ ■; 
Depth ' D-l: ' «»*' ' 1 - '  ̂7/8 : 1/8 .

' Length D»Q ' — mmm ■ 5-2/8 5-4/8 —  - 2/8
Distance Between Darts 
At Waistline C-D 1 1—4/8 4/8
At Tip ,P~Q — 2-1/8 2-5/8 4/8

Center Length A=K 
Front 29-5/8 29-2/8 29-2/8 29-2/8 27=6/8 1-7/8
Back 29-7/8 29-3/8 29-2/8 29-2/8 28 1=7/8

Waistline Seam-Length : 
. A«B G»D E-F ' 
Front 7 6-6/8 6-6/8 7-1/8 7=1/8 s/s'
Back 5-7/8 6-1/8 5-6/8 6-1/8 6 3/8
Total 12-7/8 12-7/8 12=4/8 13-2/8 13-1/8 6/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE IV (continued)

Pattern A B M 8 - V . Variation*
Hemline Width K«J
front 11=7/8 in. 10=7/8 in. 10 in. 11-5/8 in. 9-6/8 in. 2-1/8 in.
Back 11=5/8 11 9=4/8 11-5/8 9=2/8 2-3/8
Total 23=4/8 21=7/8 19-4/8 23=2/8 19 4-4/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE V
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE COMMERCIAL BODICE PATTERNS

IN JUNIOR SIZE THIRTEEN
Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figures 1 and 2, pages 12 and 13

Pattern A B M S V Variation*
Neckline 
Width A.”Y 

Front 2-4/8 in» 2-3/8.in. 2-3/8 in. 2-4/8 in. 2-5/8 in* 2/8 in.
■ Back ' ■ ’ 2*6/8. 2-3/8 . 2-4/8 2-6/8 . . 2-6/8 3/8
Depth . G * f : , ' ; 
. Front % ' ■ 3*1/8 3-1/8 2-3/8 ' - 2-5/8 2-7/8 6/8
Back 6/8 5/8 7/8 7/8 7/8 2/8
Total 3-7/8 3-6/8 3-2/8 3-4/8 3-6/8 5/8

Length of Curve A=-C 
Front 4-4/8 4-3/8 - 3-6/8 4 4-3/8 6/8
Back 3 2—4/8 2-7/8 3 3 4/8
Total 7-4/8 * 6-7/8 6-5/8 7 7-3/8 7/8

Depth of Curve B-Y 
Front 1-1/8 1-1/8 1 1-1/8 1-1/8 1/8
Back 5/8 . 4/8 5/8 5/8 5/8 1/8

Armscye 
Width - I-Z:

Front •- ' ■ . 2-7/8 2*7/8 2-5/8 3 3-1/8 4/8
Back 1-6/8 1-7/8 2-2/8 1-6/8 1-7/8 ' 4/8
Total 4-5/8 4-6/8 4-7/8 4-6/8 5 3/8

Depth E*-DD 
Front . 6-2/8 6-2/8 6-1/8 6-3/8 6-6/8 5/8
Back 7-1/8 7-3/8 7-2/8 7-1/8 7-7/8 6/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE V (continued)

Pattern - .' : A B M S V Variation*

Length of Curve E=1
Front 8-2/8 in. 8=4/8 in. 8 in. 8=4/8 in. 8=7/8 in. 7/8 in.
Back 8=1/8 8=3/8 8-3/8 8 9 1
Total 16-3/8 16=7/8 16=3/8 16-4/8 17=7/8 ■1=4/8.

Depth of Curve H-Z 
Front 1 ’ 6/8 7/8 . 1 ? 1 2/8
Back 1=1/8 , 1 : - 1=1/8 1 1-1/8 1/8

Shoulder y :: ' - 
Seam Length C=-E 
Front ' ;; 4=6/8 ;v';5. ; - -5=2/8 • : 5=1/8. . 4=7/8 4 / 8 .
Back 4=6/8 ■' :5-- ' 5=2/8 5=1/8 5 . 4/8

Gross Shoulder Width A-l 
•Front- 7-3/8 7=3/8 7-3/8 7=4/8 7=3/8 1/8
Back ; 7=6/8 -.7=2/8 : 7=6/8 7=5/8 7=4/8 4/8

Slope Line Q-B 
Front ' 17 ; 17-1/8 17 17 17=1/8 1/8
Back 16=1/8 16=3/8 16=3/8 16=2/8 16=4/8 , 3/8.

Chestline 
Front
Width 1% Inches'- from 
. Weckl ine - X=F ■. 6-4/8 ; 6=6/8 6=7/8 6=7/8 6=6/8 .3/8 ..;

Width 3 Inches -from 
Weckline ■ ■■, W-G 6-6/8 ' -6-7/8; 6-7/8 6=7/8 6-7/8 , 1/8

Back
Width 4 Inches from 

Neckline W«G 7=2/8 7 7=2/8 7=2/8 7-1/8 . - 2/8

^'Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE'V (continued)

Pattern:,: - A - B ■ M- .8 ■ v. , Variation*
Scyelihe \?«-l

9-7/8 in.Front 9=3/8 in= 9-4/8 in* 9-5/8 in. 9-7/8 in* 4/8
Back 9=1/8 . 8-6/8 9-2/8 ■ 9 9 4/8
Total 18-4/8 18-2/8 18-7/8 18-7/8 18-7/8 5/8

Bustline
Width at Underarm Dart 

Level U«-J ■;, '
Front : 9-5/8 9-6/8 9-6/8 10=2/8 10 5/8

. Back i- : ' 'V 8-7/8 8-1/8' : 8-6/8 8-1/8 8-2/8 6/8
Total ' - „ 18-4/8 17-7/8 18-4/8 18-3/8 18-2/8 5/8

Distance .from Center to 
Waist Dart Termination

u-cc
Front. 3-7/8 3-6/8 3-6/8 3-7/8 3=6/8. 1/8
Back 3-6/8 ' 3-2/8 3=4/8 3-2/8 3=4/8 4/8

Height U-A 
Front , 6-3/8 6-5/8 7 7-1/8 7 6/8
Back 9-4/8 10-5/8 10-2/8 10=5/8 10-6/8 1—2/8

Underarm Dart ■ 
Depth J»K 1-6/8 1-2/8 1=6/8 1-6/8 7/8 7/8
Length A4"J : 4-4/8 4 . . 4-4/8 4-6/8 4 6/8
Distance irom-'Armscye L-J 1-2/8 ■ ’ 1-4/8, . 7/8 ■: 2 . ' . 1=5/8 1-1/8

Waistline Darts
Front
Depth 0"N 1-5/8 1-7/8 1-2/8 2 2-4/8 1-2/8
Length O-BB 5-6/8 6-4/8 6=7/8 6-6/8 6-6/8 1-1/8

^Variation fma the largest to smallest



TABLE V (continued)

Pattern A. - B M . S V Variation*
Distance from Center 
at Waistline Q-0 3. in ,& 3 in. 3 in. 3 in. 3-2/8 in. 2/8 in.

Back
Depth 0-N 1-4/8 1-2/8 . 1-2/8 1=2/8 1-1/8 3/8
Length O-BB 6-2/8 5-6/8 6-6/8 7-2/8 5-6/8 1-4/8
Distance from Center 
, at Waistline Q=0 3 3-4/8 3 ^ 2-6/8 2-7/8 6/8

Shoulder Dart 
Depth IE-GG 4/8 3/8 5/8 5/8 2/8
Length EE-FF 3-1/8 3-3/8 3-4/8 3-3/8 3/8
Distance from Neckline

C~EE 2-4/8 — 2-5/8 2=4/8 2 5/8

Waistline Seam Length 
Front Q-0 N“L .7-2/8- 7 7-1/8 7-1/8 ■ 7 2/8
Back Q-0 N-L 6-2/8 6 6 ■ 6.. v : 6-1/8 2/8
Total 13-4/8 13 13-1/8 13-1/8 13-1/8 4/8

Underarm Seam Length 
Back 7-4/8 8 8 7-5/8 7-2/8 6/8

Length 
Center A-Q 
•Front 13-4/8 13-6/8 - 14-4/8 14-1/8 14-2/8 1
Back 15-3/8 15-4/8 15-6/8 15-6/8 15-6/8 3/8

Neck to Waistline C-P 
Front 16-6/8 16-7/8 16-6/8 16-7/8 17-1/8 3/8
Back 16-2/8 16-2/8 16-6/8 16-6/8 16-6/8 4/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE V (continued)

Pattern A B M S ■ V Variation*

Shoulder to Waistline 
Front B*H 
Back

14-5/8 in, 
14-4/8

15 in, 
15-2/8

14-6/8 in, 
14-7/8

14-5/8 in, 
14-6/8

14-5/8 in, 
14-7/8

- 3/8 in. 
6/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest

U l
X i



TABLE VI
MEASUREMENTS OF FIVE COMMERCIAL:SLEEVE PATTERNS.

IN JUNIOR SIZE THIRTEEN

Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figure 3, page 15

Pattern A B ■' M S • V Variation*
Length
Cap Curve to Girth E«*P 5*4/8 in. 6=3/8 in. 5=5/8 in. 5=6/8 in. 6-2/8 in. 7/8 in.
Girth to Elbow P-U 7^3/8 8=1/8 7 7-2/8 7 ■ • 1-1/8
Elbow to Wrist U-L 8-5/8 9-4/8 9=3/8 9-1/8 7/8
Total 21=4/8 “=” ■ 22-1/8 22-3/8 22=3/8 7/8
Underarm Seam Length I-K 16=4/8 17=1/8 17-2/8 16-6/8 6/8

Girth A=1 13 12 13=2/8 13-1/8 13-1/8 1-2/8

Width at Elbow X-J 11=3/8. : 10-5/8 11=6/8 11-3/8 11-1/8 1=1/8

Width at". Wrist M**K ■ 7=3/8 ... —— 7=5/8 : 7 7-2/8 5/8

Elbow Barts 
Depth 0-N 4/8 4/8 5/8 5/8 4/8 1/8
Length 0=*V 2=5/8 - 2=5/8 ■ ; 3-1/8 2=6/8 2-6/8 4/8
Distance from Cap A«Q 7 7 6=3/8 6=5/8 6=6/8 5/8

Length of Gap Curve' 
Front X:»E 9-1/8 9=3/8 '9=2/8 ‘ ': 9-3/8' 9-6/8 - . s/s;
Back A=E 9=1/8 "9=3/8 9=1/8’ 9-2/8 9-5/8 . 4/8
Total 18=2/8 18-6/8 18-3/8 18-5/8 19=3/8 . If 1/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE VI (continued)

Pattern A B M ' S T . V Variation*
Gap Height : .' 
20° B~P 4-5/8 ina 5 ■ in» 4-6/8 in. 4-7/8 in* 5 in. 3/8 in.
45° G-P 4-6/8 5-1/8 4-6/8 4-7/8 5 3/8
70° B»P 5-3/8 5-7/8 5-2/8 5-4/8 5-6/8 5/8 '
90° S**P 5-4/8 6-3/8 5-5/8 5-6/8 6-2/8 7/8
110° F»P 5-2/8 5-6/8 5-2/8 5-3/8 5-4/8 4/8
135° G-P 4-4/8 4-7/8 4-5/8 4-5/8 4-6/8 ; 3/8
160° H-P 4—4/ 8 4-5/3' ' - ■ 4-5/8 4-4/8 4—4/8 1/8

Gap Width at'Midpoint C^G 7-6/8 -■ '7-4/8 - 7-2/8 ''7-2/8 7-3/8 . 4/3 ■

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE VII
MEASUREMENTS'OF FIVE COMMERCIAL SKIRT PATTERNS

IN JUNIOR BIZI THIRTEEN
Capital Letters Refer to Lines in Figures 4 and 5s pages 17 and 18

Pattern A B M S-" . V Variation*
Seven Inch Hipline
Width ' 
' Front ' 9-3/8 in. 9-2/8 in* ■. 9-6/8 in. 9-3/8 in. 9-6/8 in. 4/8 in.
. Back % 9-2/8 . 9-2/8: 9-4/8 ' 9-3/8 i 9-1/8 ■ 3/8
Total • . 18-5/8 18-4/8 .19-2/8 18-6/8 18-7/8 6/8

Ten Inch Hipiine 
Width : M»H 

Front 9-6/8 9-4/8 9-7/8 9-6/8 9-7/8 3/8
Back 9-6/8 9-4/8 9-5/8 9-5/8 9-3/8 3/8
Total 19-4/8 19 19-4/8 19-3/8 19-2/8 4/8

Width 27 Inches from 
Waistline L-I 

Front 11-5/8 11 10-2/8 11-4/8 9-6/8 1-7/8
Back 11-5/8 10-7/8 10 . 11-4/8 9-3/8 2-2/8
Total 23—2/8 21-7/s ;; • 20-2/8 23 19-1/8 4-1/8

Darts
Front

Center
Depth B-C 5/8 5/8 5/8 3/8 1-3/8 1
Length B«P 3 4 3-3/8 3 4-6/8 1-6/8

*Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE VII (continued)

Pattern A B M . s- V Variation*
Distance from Center 
At Waistline A»B 3 m * 3 in. 3 in# 2-7/8 in. 3-2/8 in. 3/8 in.
At Tip (HP 3-2/8 3—4/8 3-2/8 3-2/8 4 6/8

Side
Depth D-l 5/8 5/8 3/8 2/8
Length B=Q 4 3-3/8 . 3 . 1

Distance Between Darts 
At Waistline O D 7/8 1-2/8 ; 2-2/8 •1-3/8
At Tip D-Q 1-4/8 2 : 2-7/8. — 1-3/8

Back
Center
Depth B«C 1-5/8 7/8 1 7/8 . 1-4/8 6/8
Length D»Q 6-1/8 6 4-4/8 5-4/8 5-4/8 1-5/8

Distance from Center 
: At Waistline A=>B 3 2-5/8 3 2-5/8 2-6/8 3/8
At Tip 0«P 3-7/8 3-3/8 3-4/8 3-2/8 3-5/8 5/8

' Side
Depth B=«E 7/8 1 7/8 1/8
Length D"*Q •#»*** 6 4-4/8 5-3/8 . — 1-4/8

Distance Between Darts.
At Waistline C»D 7/8 7/8 1-4/8 — 5/8
At Tip P-Q m m m 1-5/8 1-7/8 2-6/8 . — 1-1/8

Center Length A«K 
Front . 29-2/8 ’ 28-7/8 28-6/8 29-7/8 27-3/8 2-4/8
Back 29-3/8 29-3/8 28-3/8 .29-1/8 27-4/8 1-7/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE VI! (contiimed)

Pattern A B M . S'. V Variation*
Waistline Seam Length - 

A=*B €«D g«*F 
Front 7*2/8 in. 6*7/8 in. 7 In, 7*1/8 in. 7 in. 3/8 in.
Back 6*2/8 5*7/8 6*1/8 6/2/8 5-7/8 3/8
Total 13*4/8 12-6/8 13*1/8 13-3/8 12-7/8 6/8
Hem Line Width 
Front

K-J
11*7/8 11*2/8 10*3/8 11-7/8 9*6/8 2*1/8

Back 11*7/8 11-2/8 10 11-6/8 9-3/8 2*4/8
Total 23*6/8 22*4/8 20*3/8 23-5/8 19*1/8 4*5/8

^Variation from the largest to smallest



TABLE VlII

GARMEHT E&SE ALLOWANCE OF FIVE COMMERCIAL PATTERNS
The difference between standard measurements accepted by the 

pattern industry and actual garment measurements

PATTERN A
MISSES* SIZE TWELVE 
B . M ■' - S' V

Bustline 4 in, ; 5 in. 4-1/2 in. 2-3/4 in. 3-3/4 in.
Waistline 0 ' 1/2'/ 0 3/4. 1/2 ,
Hipline . 3 : ■■ 2=3/4 3 2-1/2 3-1/4

Back Waist Length -i/sz: 1/4 1/2 .i/s y;'; 3/8

PATTERN A
JUNIOR SIZE THIRTEEN 
B M s V

Bustline 4 in. 2=3/4 in. 4. in. 3-3/4 in. .3-1/2 in.

Waistline 1=1/2 0 1/2 1/2 1/4

Hipline 2=1/4 ' 2 ; 3-1/2 2-1/2 2-3/4
Back Waist Length =1/8 . 0 1/4 1/4 1/4



TABLE M
BODY MEASUEBMEETS OF MISSBS1'SIZE TWELVE SUBJECTS

AND THE STANDiS 1-4EASURMNTS*

SUBJECTS * '• I ■ II Ill IV V VI
Measurements
1. Circumference 

As Bustline . 
b» Scyeline 
c# Neck Base 
d«, Waist line 
e» Hipline 

• T, A m  Girth

.32; in,;.

25
34

33 in. 
31
13-1/2
23*3/4
35-1/2
10

32-1/2 in. 
31-1/2•. ■ 
13-3/8 ' ; - 
22-1/2 . 
34-1/2 
9-1/2

32-1/4 in.
31
14
23
34-3/8
9-1/4

32. • . in, 
32-1/2 
13-1/8 
24
35-1/8
9-1/8

31-3/8 in. 
- 31-5/8 " 
13-1/4 
24-1/8 
36
10-3/8

32 in, 
."32 • 
14-5/8 
22-7/8 
34-5/8 
9

2* Bust Height 6-3/4 6-3/8 7-3/8 6-7/8 7-1/4 . 6

By  Cap Height : ;■4-3/8 4—1/4 . 4-1/2 ■' .3-3/4 . . - .5-1/2./ / 4
4. Baclc Waist Length 16 <.;y : 16-1/2 ■ 16-1/2' / 16 4 ; 14-1/4 ' '’ 15-5/8;..: 16-3/4
5, Width

a. Back Shoulder 
b0 Cross. Shoulder

14-1/4
14-3/4

15
14-3/4

15-1/4
15-1/2

15-1/8
15-1/4

14-3/4
15-1/8

14-3/4
15-1/4

6» Height 64-4/5 63 62-1/10 62-7/10 61 67-1/10

7, Weight; _ 108-1/2'lb". 110-1/2 lb" T o T - m  lb. 102 lb. 109 lb. 108-1/2 lb,
8, Age 19 yr> 18 yr. 18 yr« 18 yr. 21 yr. 21 yr, -.

‘̂Standard body measurements accepted by the pattern industry, 1956*



TABLE X
i

BODY MEASUREMENTS OF JUNIOR SIZE THIRTEEN SUBJECTS
AND THE STANDARD MEASUREMENTS*

SUBJECTS * ; I II Ill IV
Measurements

lo Circumference 
ae .Bustline 
b. Scyeline 
e» Neck Base 
d. Waistline- 

- e, Hipline 
£. Arm Girth

33 in, . 

25*1/2
: 35

33*5/8 in. 
‘ 32*1/4 ' 

13*3/8 
23 
35
10*1/4

32-1/2 in. 
32-1/4 
15-1/2 
24-7/S 
37-1/8 
10

32-5/8 in, 
31-1/4 
13-3/8 

. . 25 
35-3/8 ; 
9-1/8

33-1/2 in.
31-5/8
14
24-1/2 
: ‘35-3/4 ■
10

2. Bust Height 7 7 " 6-3/8 7-1/8
3. Cap Height ■ : 4 5 4-1/4 4

4» Back Waist. Length 15*1/2 . 15-1/8 17-1/8 15-3/4 14-5/8

5» Width
a» Back Shoulder 
be Cross Shoulder

14-1/8
15-1/2

14-1/4
15-3/8

13-1/8
13-3/4

137-1/2
14-1/2

6, Height 65-7/10 66-7/10 64-4/5 62-7/10

7 e Weight : 11,1 ’ 119-l72lb, 130-3/4 lb. 111 lb. ''ili-i/i^lbT'

fCO 21 yr. 20 yr. 20 yr. 29 yr.

*Standard body measurements accepted by the pattern industry, 1956«,
C-iUl



TABLE X (continued)

SUBJECTS * V VI VII VIII
Measurements

I* Circumference
a, Bustline . 
be Seyelin®
Co Heck Base 
d* Waistline 

Hipline.' ■ 
fa A m  Girth ,

33 in*

25=1/2 
35- ;

33-7/8 in* 
31=1/2 
14 
24
35-1/4 

. 10-3/4

33=1/4 in* 
32 
14 
22=1/2 
34=1/4 
10=1/8

33=1/2 in,
31
14
24=3/4
36
10=1/4

33 in, 
32-1/2 
13=1/2 
25=1/4 
38=3/4 
10=1/2

2. Bust Height 7=3/8 7-1/2 ' 6=1/4 6-1/2
3« Gap Height 44?7/8 5=3/8 4 4=1/2
4, Back Waist Length 15=1/2 15-1/2 16=1/4 17 16=1/2

5» Width
a= Back Shoulder 
b* Cross Shoulder

13=3/8
15

14-3/8
14—3/4

15
15

14
15

6* Height 62=7/10 64-7/10 67=3/10 63=6/10

7. Weight 115 lb. 109=1/2 lb* 111 lb. 128 lb.

8a Ag'e 19 yr* 21 yr. 18'yr* 20 yr.

■^Standard body measurements accepted by the pattern industry, 1956*
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Shoulder
Seams
i Pattern Key 

-------- A
--------  S

--------- M
   s
-------- V

Center
Front

FIGURE 6
SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE FRONT NECKLINE OF FIVE 
COMMERCIAL PATTERNS IN MISSES1 SIZE TWELVE
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Shoulder
Seams

Underarm
Seams

FIGURE 7

Pattern Key 
-------- A
-------  B
-------- M

SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE FRONT ARMSCYE OF FIVE COMMERCIAL 
PATTERNS IN MISSES' SIZE TWELVE
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Neckline 
'Seams

Arms eye 
Seams

Pattern Key

-------- A
--------- S
---------M

-------- S
-------- V

FIGURE 8
SUPERIMPOSITION OF THE FRONT SHOULDER SEAM OF FIVE 

COMMERCIAL PATTERNS IN MISSES' SIZE TWELVE
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FIGURE 9 •
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIT OF FABRIC SHELL ON SUBJECT

SUBJECT 
PATTERN 

' V  SIZE__
Too Small Appropriate Too Large Comments

Area Checked

Bodice 
1« Bust 
2. Chest
3«, Length .

a* Front ’ '
b« Back 

4, Shoulder
5» Back Shoulder .

Width 
6. Back nBladeM 
7o Waist.
8, Neck
9, Armseye

Sleeve
10, Base of Cap
11, Length
12, Elbow Width

Skirt - ,
13, Hip

Darts
14, Underarm

a. Length
b. Depth
c. Placement

15, Waist
a. Length 

. b. Depth 
c. Placement

16, Skirt
a. Length - '
b. Depth ■ ' -
c. Placement

COMMENTS:


